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When the goddess Artemis goes missing, she is believed to have been kidnapped. And now it's up

to Percy and his friends to find out what happened. Who is powerful enough to kidnap a goddess?
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You know, it still strikes me as odd when I run across a kid who hasn't read a Percy Jackson book

yet. Take, for example, the homeschooler bookgroup I run. These kids aren't exactly sheltered, but

at the same time they don't feel unnaturally compelled to follow the latest trend due to peer

pressure. They hadn't even heard of Rick Riordan when I proposed to them that we read, The

Lightning Thief the other day. Obediently they took the book home and in a week some of them

were back, basically begging me for Book #2. Now they've found out that I've a copy of #3, "The

Titan's Curse," hidden about my person and if I don't give it to them soon there will be blood shed.

My blood. So while I usually take a long time to process a book before finally getting around to

reviewing it, in Mr. Riordan's case I'm gonna make an exception. The third in the series, in "Titan's

Curse," Riordan raises the stakes, adds in a couple new gods and monsters, and basically ratchets

up the tension while cutting down on the easygoing moments. It's bound to make the fans



happy.Percy's on a rescue mission. Nothing new there. The fact that he's getting a ride to the

rescue mission with his mom and two of his camp mates is definitely a unique occurrence, though.

Percy, Annabeth, and the now re-humanized Thalia (daughter of Zeus) are traveling to a private

school where their friend and satyr Grover has made an important discovery.

If you've been following this fascinating series, you'll already know that it is based on Greek

mythology, with a touch of artistic license and a ton of humor. Apparently, the big three of Olympus

(Poseidon, Zeus and Hades) had reluctantly agreed to stop popping over to earth and siring

offspring with the local mortals, in order to nullify a prophecy that foretells certain disaster when said

offspring reach the age of sixteen. However, gods will be gods, and as we pick up the story from

The Sea of Monsters), we have two potentially dangerous demi-gods running around, namely Percy

Jackson, star of the series and son of Poseidon, God of the Sea, and Thalia, who formerly had roots

on Half-Blood Hill, and is the daughter of Zeus, Lord of the Sky. This is not to say that some of the

other gods weren't busy as well, and the majority of the supporting cast is made up of children of the

other residents of Olympus.This third book of the planned five book series starts with a rescue

mission to save two newly-discovered demi-gods from a monster attack, and during the battle, a

daughter of Athena is taken, despite the timely arrival of Artemis, Goddess of the Hunt and her

hunters. While Artemis sets off alone to hunt another monster that is destined to cause the downfall

of Olympus, the rest are sent to Camp Half-Blood for their safety. While there, The Oracle (whose

description makes her sound like Norman Bates' mummy) delivers a prophecy that leads to the rest

of the action that packs book three from cover to cover.
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